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Advocacy on behalf of Industry

• Government Affairs works with Congress & State 
Legislatures

• Lobbying

• Communications works with trade & mainstream 
press

• Public relations 

• Regulatory Affairs works with fed & state agencies

• Frustration
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• Tank mix label language

• Tank mixing two or more products can be 
efficient means of pest control

• Reviewers required ai only, no use rates for tank 
mix partners, on product labels

• Applicators are familiar with trade names, need 
clear instructions

• Resolution:
– Allow trade names

– Omit use rates, unless specifically justified

– Mention ai and EPA Reg. No. in trademark section

“Comparative Study on Certification of Origin.” World Customs Organization, Feb. 2014, http://www.wcoomd.org/-/media/wco/public/global/pdf/topics/key-
issues/revenue-package/comparative-study-on-certification-of-origin.pdf?la=en
“International Certificate of Origin Guidelines.” International Chamber of Commerce, 2006 
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Certificates of Origin

• Many countries require documentation of country of 
origin for imported pesticide products.

• EPA regions routinely provided “Certificates of 
Origin” to registrants upon request.

• 2016 memo halted issuing of COOs; EPA sent 
registrants to State Departments of Agriculture, local 
Chambers of Commerce

• Makes export of products more problematic
• Proposed solution:

• EPA resumes issuing COOs
• Limit content to verify producing establishment, reported 

production
• PRIA action? (Gold Seal letters)

“Comparative Study on Certification of Origin.” World Customs Organization, Feb. 2014, http://www.wcoomd.org/-/media/wco/public/global/pdf/topics/key-
issues/revenue-package/comparative-study-on-certification-of-origin.pdf?la=en
“International Certificate of Origin Guidelines.” International Chamber of Commerce, 2006 
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Notices of Arrival

• CBP requires Notice of Arrival (NOA) for 
imported pesticide product.

• EPA Region may need to approve NOA before 
CBP will release shipment.

• During 2013 government shutdown, CBP kept 
working, EPA did not.

• Resolution (partial?):
• Electronic NOA generally does not require 

EPA approval
• Tested again in early 2019

“Guidelines on Certification of Origin.” World Customs Organization, July 2014, updated June 2018 http://www.wcoomd.org/-
/media/wco/public/global/pdf/topics/key-issues/revenue-package/guidelines-on-certification.pdf?db=web
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Importing R&D compounds

• Research & Development compounds may be 
imported into US for field and lab testing, prior to 
application for registration.

• Identity of such compounds is often CBI.
• Region 4 insists on putting active ingredient on 

container label, including subsamples for 
cooperators.

• When is it a “pesticide” for regulation under FIFRA?
• Assistant Administrator, OECA, OPP, OGC involved.
• Resolution:

• Not yet

“Guidelines on Certification of Origin.” World Customs Organization, July 2014, updated June 2018 http://www.wcoomd.org/-
/media/wco/public/global/pdf/topics/key-issues/revenue-package/guidelines-on-certification.pdf?db=web
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Reduced risk justification

• PRIA4 improved the incentives to register 
reduced risk products

• Faster time lines, lower fees

• Application requires reduced risk justification

• Four criteria: … Satisfy one or all?

• Multi-purpose justification document

• Resolution:

• CLA work group preparing template

• In progress
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GLP concerns

• Data supporting pesticide registrations must 
comply with Good Laboratory Practice Standards

• Other countries accept US studies based on GLP 
compliance ( OECD Mutual Acceptance of Data)

• Periodic audit & inspection of labs by OECA 
assures compliance

• PRIA4 set-aside for audit & inspection, $500K/yr

• Reluctance of OECA to engage in international 
activities can jeopardize foreign registrations.

• Resolution: support from other US agencies?
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Synergy & patents

• Pesticide patents commonly mention synergy 
with other products in controlling pests.

• Questions raised in public forums about effect 
of such synergy on risk assessment and 
pesticide use.

• Standard of proof and criteria applied to patents 
differ from pesticide registration process.

• EPA wants review of relevant patent literature in 
context of new pesticide applications.

• Resolution – in progress
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Tariffs 

• Tariffs on imported products have become a 
favorite foreign policy tool.

• Trade war with China is having profound effect 
on our industry and entire US economy.

• Tariffs on pesticides imported from China have 
been imposed, removed, reimposed, decreased, 
increased, postponed, …

• China’s retaliatory tariffs on agriculture 
commodities are devastating for farmers.

• Then increase costs for crop protection …
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MRL harmonization 

• Non-tariff trade barriers focus on tolerances/MRLs 
for pesticide residues in foods

• Codex process intends to set common MRLs for 
international trade, but process falls short

• Far fewer Codex MRLs, than US tolerances

• Some countries insist on their own MRLs

• Europe frequently objects to Codex MRLs

• Europe is canceling many uses and MRLS for 
pesticides important to US agriculture, 
jeopardizing exports to Europe.

• Resolution – WTO challenge?
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Commodity Inerts

• CSF must specify details about all ingredients, 
including source

• Inert ingredients are legally protected from 
public disclosure

• Some ingredients are available from multiple 
sources, which may change frequently.

• Revising CSFs for source changes causes 
frustration and delay.

• Resolution:
• Designate list of “commodity inerts” that don’t 

require source information

• Getting close
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CAS Registry Numbers for Inerts 

• Inert ingredients also require tolerances

• Inert exemption commonly applies to broad 
class of chemistry

• What’s in, what’s out?  List CAS numbers –
where?

• Adding CAS numbers after the fact presents 
challenges.

• Will listing some imply others are excluded?

• Is InertFinder sufficient?

• Is rulemaking necessary?
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Pest resistance management

• Pest resistance to pesticides is a serious 
challenge for agriculture.

• Demands attention from government, academia, 
agriculture, industry.

• Resistance Action Committees developed Mode 
of Action categories for insecticides, 
fungicides, herbicides.

• A principle strategy is rotation of crop 
protection chemistry, guided by MOA labeling.

• Voluntary for registrants; significant progress 
made under registration review.


